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Investment Markets Overview for the Week Ending 7th August 2020 
 
They "huffed and they puffed," is associated with the nursery rhyme "The 
Three Little Pigs." The sentiment could apply, however, to World Central 
Banks' futile attempt to puff up inflation, the use of more credit, needed to 
stoke up the markets and thereafter the economy. What the little pigs are 
clueless to, and there are far more than three of them, is that you can huff & 
puff as much as you like, but  there is a tipping point when it no longer works: 
 

 
 
We reached that point years ago in respect of the economic growth, you get 
far less bang for your buck as the debt load grows, and now the magic is 
stalling for the markets, as shown above. Year to date equity outflows amount 
to -$39BN while inflows to bonds and commodities are over $200BN, but a 
whopping $1.145 trillion has gone to cash via the money-markets. It's called 
DE-flation, a word that scares the CBs sh****** and which they've helped 
cause. What the CBs cannot control is confidence to lend and borrow. 
 
Stock indices were higher in the main, whilst Sovereign bond Yields, 
commodities and the major crypto-currencies were mixed. Read on for the 
main economic facts versus the fiction, with the charts doing the talking:     
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Subscribe to the full Investment Markets Overview which contains: 
 

 US economic data and a supporting chart 

 Euro-Zone and the UK economic data and a supporting chart 

 Asia including Japan economic data and a supporting chart 

 The week’s currency and sovereign bond market movers  

 Commodity movers including Oil, Copper and the precious metals 

 Economic due for release over the following week 
 
This week’s edition includes comment on “When Credit Contracts" and "The 
Evidence That Supports This," with this week’s charts including:  
 

  Main stock-indices week, month and YTD performance 

  US Employment Fiction Versus Fact 

  UK Dividend Slump, BP PLC Was Obvious 

  Japan Household Spending V Japan GDP 

  $US and the main currency and commodity movers of the week 

  A longer term table of the major World stock-indices   
 
 
All of this, on a weekly basis, making sense of complex issues!   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Material contained within this website is for general information purposes only and is not intended to be relied upon 
by individual readers in making (or refraining from making) any specific investment decision. Investmentmatters.club 
and its staff do not accept any liability for any loss suffered by any user as a result of any such decision. Please note 
that the prices of investments can rise and fall sharply and you may not get back the money you originally invested, 
particularly where these investments are leveraged. 
 
The investments and services mentioned in this website will not be suitable for all readers. You should assess the 
suitability of the recommendations (implicit or otherwise) of investments and services mentioned within this website 
(or partner sites and links) to your own circumstances. If you have any doubts about the suitability of any investment 
or service, you should take appropriate professional advice. 
 
 The views and recommendations within this website are based on information from a variety of sources. Although 
these are believed to be reliable, we cannot guarantee the accuracy or completeness of the information herein 
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